Video contest commemorating 200 years of research and creativity at UC. Calling on UC students, graduate students, & post-doctoral fellows to produce a 30-second video celebrating the impact of 200 years of research and creativity at the University of Cincinnati. It can be funny or inspiring. Shot from the hip or sophisticated. It just has to be the best. Win $1,000 for first place! Five-hundred for second and $250 for third. The first five qualifying entries automatically get $50. For more information visit: https://research.uc.edu/researchweek#videocomp-title

UC Health Office of Clinical Research’s new recruitment tool. UC Health Office of Clinical Research has two new recruitment tools: Patient Room Poster (wall cling) and corresponding Rack Card. Both include a general statement letting the patients know we conduct research and to ask their provider about potential studies for which they might be a good fit. If you would like to see these options and sizes or order some of these posters or rack cards for your patient rooms please contact Jessie at Jessica.Sikora@UCHealth.com or 513-245-3095 for pricing.

Total Professional Effort. COM dually compensated faculty and providers utilize total professional effort (TPE) when determining salary and effort in sponsored project budgets. TPE is comprised of the total combined base salary paid to faculty and providers by both UC and University of Cincinnati Physicians, Inc. Base salary includes stipends but excludes all other forms of variable and alternative compensation as well as VA compensation. All COM faculty and providers must utilize TPE for calculating base salary and effort in sponsored project budgets regardless of compensation amounts, funding levels, or sources of funding.

Announcing College of Medicine Research Rising Star Awardees. The College of Medicine celebrates a Research Rising Star who demonstrates an outstanding commitment to health-related research. A Research Rising Star is in the top tier of career benchmarks among peers. This year’s nominees were exceptional and the selection was difficult. We are pleased to announce the 2019 recipients of the Research Rising Star Award: Jiajie Diao, Ph.D., Assistant Professor Department of Cancer Biology and Brandon Foreman, MD, FACNS, Assistant Professor, Department of Neurology and Rehabilitation Medicine